Let AABC be a triangle with vertices A, B, and C. It is "bisected" as follows: choose a/the longest side (say AB) of AABC, let D be the midpoint of AB, then replace AABC by two triangles aA.DC and ADBC.
1. Introduction and Summary. Let AABC be a triangle with vertices A, B, and C. We define the procedure for "bisecting" AABC as follows: choose a/the longest side (say AB) of AABC, let D be the midpoint of AB, then divide AABC into the two triangles AADC and ADBC.
Let AQ1 be a given triangle. Bisect A01 into two triangles Aj t and A12. Next bisect each A1(-, i= 1,2, forming four new triangles A2l-, i= 1, 2, 3, 4. Continue thus, forming an infinite sequence T.-, j = 0, 1,2,.. ., of sets of triangles, where T.-= {A/7: 1 < / < 2'}. Define m-, the mesh of T¡, to be the length of the longest side among the sides of the triangles of T.. Clearly 0 < m+ j < m-, for all ;' > 0. It is known [2] , [1] that m. -> 0 as / -> °°.
In [1, Theorem 3 .1] an explicit bound is obtained for the rate of convergence of m-: m-< (\Z3/2)'/-'2 ' m0, j > 0, where [x] denotes the integer part of x. This may be written as m2-< {yj3l2)'m0, j > 0. In [1] it is also mentioned that computer experiments indicate that in many cases this bound is unrealistically high. This prompted the results of [3] where it was shown that if AQ1 lay in any one of four sets of similarity classes of triangles, then m2 ■ < (v/3/2)(l/2)/~1m0, for /> 1. Note however that in [3] the inequality was not written in this form; see [3, Corollaries 1 and 2] .
In the present paper we show that for any AQ j there exists a positive integer N depending only on A01 such that m2j < (V3/2)min{/';v}(l/2)max{/-iV'0>m0, for / > 0.
For / > N this becomes m2 ■ < (-^3/2)^(1 /2)'~ m0, thus generalizing [3, Corollaries 1 and 2]. It is also a great improvement on the result of [1] for / large. We have the interesting result of Corollary 1 below that for any A0 j the bisection method yields only a finite number of distinct shapes among all the triangles in the T-, j = 0, 1,2,.... Finally Corollary 2 shows that the shapes produced tend to be closer to equilateral than the original A0,.
2. Results. All notation used is consistent with that of [3] . The results of this paper can also be proven using the methods of [2] , [3] Note that when a triangle is bisected, its area is bisected. This fact is used implicitly many times in what follows.
Definition. We say that A0 j is good if it has an associated positive integer N such that m2j < (V3/2)mini/'Jv}(l/2)max{/-iV'o}m0, for / > 0.
For the rest of this paper we always assume that we are working with the smallest such N associated with a given A0 j. Remarks. Clearly all triangles generated from a good A0 j, by the bisection method, are also good, using the result of [1] that m2j < (\/3/2),m0, / > 0, for any A01. In [3, Corollary 1 (i)] it was shown that for A01 = AABC, as in Figure 1 satisfying (length of AC =) AC < BC < AB, AC > max{CD, AD], and CD > CF, where D, F are the midpoints of AB, BC respectively, we have m2j < (V3/2)min(/' " \l/2)maxi/-1 'o}m0, for / > 0, so such triangles are good. We note that these inequalities were expressed differently in [3] . In [3] three other classes of triangles satisfying conditions on the length of their sides and medians were considered and similar inequalities for m2 ■ were proven; however, these three classes can be shown to be subclasses of the one specified above (this passed unnoticed in [3] ).
Lemma 1. If t(A0l)>y/7/8, then AQl is good.
Proof. We use the result just quoted from [3] . Take A0 j = AABC in Figure   1 . Assuming AC<BC< AB, we show that AC > max{OE>, AD} and CD > CF.
Since r(A) is invariant under similarity, we may take AB -I. In Figure By the remarks above, A01 = AABC is good. Definitions. Using the notation of the introduction, an iteration of the bisection method is defined to be the progression from T to T-+ ¡, for any / > 0. A cycle of the bisection method is defined to be two successive iterations, i.e., the progression from T¡ to 7}+2, for any / > 0. Corollary 2 is of use in explaining an apparent anomaly elsewhere [4] .
